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Monthly Update
Positively affecting the unit price during the month of August was the 8.46% net increase across the portfolio in the total book value of Bridge Multifamily
III Investment assets recorded for Q2. Also, positively affecting the unit price during the month of August was the 0.57% decrease in the value of the
Australian dollar against the US dollar from US$0.7351 to US$0.7309. The Fund does not hedge currency exposure.
The Unit Price reflects the Q2 Underlying Fund Net Asset Values as at 30 June 2021.
Please see on the following pages a detailed Q2 Investor Letter and Chief Investment Officer report for the Underlying Fund.

Performance (Net of Fees)*
Ordinary Unit Class as at 31 August 2021
Based upon underlying fund data as at 30 June 2021

1 month

3 months

6 months

1 year

3 years
(p.a)

Inception
(p.a.)

8.44%

13.76%

26.11%

26.45%

16.03%

12.21%

Unit Price Movement Breakdown
Underlying investments
(incl. cash & distributions)
Foreign exchange
Fees and expenses
Total Movement

Unit Price as at 31 August 2021
Unit price (excluding FITOs)

$0.6067

Est. FITOs

$0.0001

Unit price plus est. FITOs

$0.6068

Asset Allocation as at 31 August 2021

7.97%
0.56%
-0.09%
8.44%

Cash AUD
Cash USD
Investments USD

0.84%
21.28%
77.88%

Growth of AU$100,000 Investment*

*Past performance is not an indicator of future performance.
Performance and Growth table and chart are based on an investment made at the Fund’s first issuance of units in March 2016 at $1.00 per unit and includes Unit Price growth
from commencement of NAV based unit pricing following completion of capital raising in August 2016. Unit Price and performance do not include the value of Foreign Income
Tax Offsets (FITOs) which have been accrued. Individual investor performance will vary according to the Issue Price at which they were issued Units in the Fund, which in turn
was based upon the AUD / USD exchange rate applicable in the month in which an investment was made.
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Fund Details
Fund Size (AUDm):

$46.05m

Fund Manager:

Spire Capital Pty Limited

Unit Price:

$0.6067

Investment Manager:

Bridge Investment Group, LLC

APIR Code:

ETL0460AU

Trustee:

Spire Capital Pty Limited

Commencement:

18 March 2016

Base Management Fee:

0.58% p.a. x NAV

Application Status:

CLOSED

Underlying Fees:

2% of committed equity

Underlying Performance
Fee:
Zenith Research
Rating:

20% of realised profits after an 8%
preferred return is paid to Limited Partners.
Highly Recommended
(Original rating, now lapsed as closed)

Liquidity:

Nil - Closed-ended fund

Distribution Frequency:

Semi-annually 31 Dec and 30 June

Distribution CPU

Regional Breakdown*

*Underlying Fund investments by Equity invested as at 30 June 2021
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Q2 2021 Investor Letter from Bridge Investment Group
Note: All dollar amount and performance returns quoted are US Dollar denominated.
Thank you for your support of Bridge Multifamily III Funds (the “Fund” or the “Partnerships”). We are pleased to share with you the Quarterly Report for
the period ending June 30, 2021.

Perspectives on the Continued Growth of the U.S. Economy
As communicated previously, Bridge Investment Group Holdings Inc. (“Bridge”) executed a successful initial public offering on July 20, 2021, and we are
excited to start a new phase in our corporate evolution and growth, which we believe will enhance our ability to deliver attractive returns to our fund
investors. We believe we are well positioned for continuing success in the funds we manage, and we attribute a large part of our differentiated position as
an investment manager to our distinctive approach to real estate asset management— i.e., our high touch specialized investment teams, our forward
integration into property management, and our carefully curated sector focus. As we enter the third quarter of 2021, we are optimistic about the prospects
for sustained growth of the U.S. economy, which can have positive implications for commercial real estate markets.
The strength of the U.S. economy reinforces our view that the U.S. is the preeminent destination for global investment. GDP growth is one of several
highlights of current conditions, and we have seen two consecutive quarters of above-6% growth, which is well above the 2.3% average observed over
the last economic cycle.i A highlight of the recovery is that personal consumption expenditures rose by an 11.8% annualized rate in Q2 2021 as consumers
pared back personal savings. The rotation of capital from saving to spending is a positive signal of consumer confidence. Interest rates remain low as the
Fed maintains a dovish position through its average inflation targeting framework. In this low-rate environment, U.S. businesses are investing in technology
and expanding payrolls, which has the combined effects of increasing productivity. And with nearly 2.5 million new jobs added between May and July, the
U.S. unemployment rate has declined to 5.4%, and the labor market recovery appears to be broad-based.ii
We believe the implications of both monetary and fiscal policy are likely to encourage sustained economic growth. In addition to holding rates low, the
Fed’s monetary stimulus continues to focus on purchasing long-term securities to ensure the smooth functioning of markets, which has included a focus
on the stability of mortgage-backed securities markets. During an era of unprecedented demand for housing in both ownership and renter sectors, the
Fed’s activities have provided stability through a period of protracted dislocation. With regard to fiscal policy, we may see additional tailwinds as Congress
debates a $1 trillion infrastructure bill, which would not only deliver stimulus to industries with high economic multiplier effects but also would provide
crucial investment into the backbone of the U.S. economy.
Amidst these positive economic conditions, we see the Delta variant as a warning light—but not yet the caution flag to slow down the pace of growth. We
believe our firm and our funds’ performance through the pandemic has been strong, and we continue to focus our investment and operational mindset on
the differentiated opportunities that have demonstrated resilience. We continue to observe strong inflows of domestic and international capital into the
U.S. commercial real estate market.

Views on the Multifamily and Office Markets at Q2 2021 Quarter End
Bridge continues to see stability in Class B multifamily fundamentals as of mid-2021. Additionally, our focus on select suburban markets that have generally
outperformed urban submarkets has proven successful. As reported by RealPage, the vacancy spread among classes remains wide as Q2’s Class A
vacancy rate was 4.5% compared with Class B’s 3.7%. iii With strong demand continuing, overall multifamily construction is increasing with permits for the
quarter up 30.0% year over year.iv Putting this into context, the pace of permits has decreased overall compared to before the pandemic with permits for
multifamily units down approximately 10% from the peak in November 2019.v Effective rent growth saw increased positive momentum compared to 2020
as effective rents increased 409 basis points in Q2 2021.vi The Bridge Multifamily III portfolio is currently 97.0% occupied, and even after accounting for
the likely evictions for approximately 5.0% of tenants following the lifting of pandemic-related eviction restrictions in the Bridge Multifamily III portfolio, we
expect to maintain occupancy levels well above 90% throughout the transition out of the pandemic-impacted operating periods. Q2 asset reviews were
strong for the portfolio with NOI averaging 12.1% above budget for the Fund III portfolio.
Multifamily is a favored asset class and transaction activity came in at $53.1 billion for Q2 2021, which is 54.4% higher than the five-year average for Q2
activity. The rolling fourquarter sales volume jumped to $181.3 billion.vii We expect to see robust transaction activity throughout 2021 as the rolling fourquarter sales volume has nearly recovered to preCOVID levels. As a high level of investor demand returned in late 2020, historically low interest rates
and multifamily borrowing costs continue to bolster transaction pricing. The debt capital markets for multifamily remain robust, and we see strong
participation from a broad array of lenders including GSEs, debt funds, and banks lending off their balance sheets. Nationally cap rates held steady at an
average of 5.0%, which represents 40 basis points of cap rate compression since Q1 2020. Top-quartile transactions are trading at or below a 4.4% cap
rate, and in our attractive target markets Bridge saw cap rates ranging from 3.25% and 4.25%.viii In summary, strong investor interest, solid fundamentals,
and strong operational performance all translate to pricing guidance that is generally above pre-pandemic levels.
In office, national-level market data highlights that the office markets continue to recover, but the pace at which this recovery is occurring is slower than
most market observers had anticipated once COVID-19 vaccines were widely available in the U.S. We expect to see firms continue with caution in markets
experiencing a resurgence of the Delta variant of the virus, and we maintain our view that we will see reoccupation activities increase through Q3 2021
and into subsequent quarters. While the office markets recover, we expect that that national-level data will not provide a clear picture of the varying pace
of the recovery, particularly as the Gateway Markets continue to experience outsized impacts of the virus. For the U.S., year-over-year market rents in Q2
2021 declined slightly by 1.5%,ix retreating 2.0% since Q1 2020 to levels seen a few quarters earlier in Q2 2019. In our target markets, however, market
rents have been relatively stable, declining by only 0.5% from their peak in Q1 2020. Nationwide vacancy rates increased by 30 basis points to 12.2% in
Q2 2021 as net absorption fell by 12.8 million square feet, a deceleration from the negative net 43.9 million square feet in Q1 2021. x Net completions,
which totaled approximately 14.1 million square feet of space in Q1 2021, increased by an additional 19.5 million square feet reported in Q2 2021.xi Since
the onset of the pandemic, net absorption losses have totaled 137.1 million square feet between Q2 2020 and Q1 2021, and the Gateway Markets have
experienced outsized impacts with 69.9 million square feet of this “now available” space located in these metros, representing 2.4 percent of inventory
and over half of national-level net absorption losses. xii
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Office transaction volume came in at $30.0 billion for Q2 2021, which is approximately 83.4% of the previous five-year average for Q2 activity. Over the
four quarters ending Q2 2021, total transaction activity was $90.3 billion, which represented a decrease of 38.1% since Q1 2020.xiii Average office cap
rates held steady at 6.5%, which is where average cap rates were pre-pandemic and are aligned with the overall horizontal trajectory of office cap rates
since mid-2016.xiv

Investment Activity Update
As of June 30, 2021, Bridge Multifamily III had called 95.32% of the Partnerships’ available capital and made 62 investments in high-growth cities in
Arizona, Texas, Florida, Georgia, Maryland, Colorado, North Carolina, and California, funded by $3.2 billion of total capital and $956 million of Fund equity.
As of June 2021, the Fund has on average returned 129% of all capital called from investors and with currently planned dispositions of three assets, the
Fund expects to return another 14% of invested capital. The Q2 2021 NAV on the remaining assets after the upcoming disposition is approximately $579
million or 63% of the called capital.
During the quarter ending June 30, 2021, Bridge Multifamily III realized three assets:


Mission Capital, a 356-unit apartment community in Raleigh, North Carolina which was 100.0% owned by the Fund, closed on April 15, 2021,
resulting in a gross IRR of 29.0% versus a pro-forma IRR of 16.6%, a gross multiple of 2.29x versus a pro-forma multiple of 2.18x



Spring Lake, a 380-unit apartment community in Atlanta, Georgia which was 100.0% owned by the Fund, closed on May 4, 2021, resulting in a
gross IRR of 42.2% versus a pro-forma IRR of 20.6%, a gross multiple of 4.31x versus a pro-forma multiple of 2.00x



Circa & Ecco, a 608-unit apartment community in Atlanta, Georgia which was 100.0% owned by the Fund, closed on May 4, 2021, resulting in
a gross IRR of 23.2% versus a pro-forma IRR of 19.7%, a gross multiple of 2.18x versus a pro-forma multiple of 1.87x

Post the quarter ending June 30, 2021, Bridge Multifamily III realized one commercial office asset and placed one commercial office asset under contract
as well as two multifamily assets under contract:


Harris Corners, a 365,582 sf office park in Charlotte, North Carolina which was 76% owned by the Fund, closed on July 23, 2021 for $78.0
million, resulting in a gross IRR of 20.3% versus a pro-forma IRR of 19.1%, and a gross multiple of 1.83x versus a pro-forma multiple of 1.85x.



Park at Windward, a 202,232 sf office complex in Atlanta, Georgia which is 90.0% owned by the Fund, is anticipated to close in September
2021, which is expected to result in a gross IRR of 14.7% versus a pro-forma IRR of 22.9%, and a gross multiple of 1.81x versus a pro-forma
multiple of 1.78x



Meadows, a 383-unit apartment community in Las Vegas, Nevada which is 100.0% owned by the Fund, anticipated to be closed on August 12,
2021, which is expected to result in a gross IRR of 54.2% versus a pro-forma IRR of 18.3%, a gross multiple of 4.60x versus a pro-forma multiple
of 1.84x



Emerald Springs, a 436-unit apartment community in Las Vegas, Nevada which is 100.0% owned by the Fund, anticipated to be closed on
August 12, 2021, which is expected to result in a gross IRR of 51.9% versus a pro-forma IRR of 18.0%, a gross multiple of 4.60x versus a proforma multiple of 1.82x

Operational Update
As of June 30, 2021, Bridge Multifamily III’s multifamily portfolio is within 3.7% of our life-to-date NOI forecast including COVID-19 Loss Reserve or 2.7%
with COVID-19 Loss reserve excluded. The multifamily portfolio was 97.0% leased as of June 30, 2021. Considering the economic challenges for our
population base related to the pandemic, we feel positive about our multifamily investment operations. We have a strong operating team in place, and our
management team has been through crises before. We are well positioned with our lenders, our assets, our people, and our residents.
We have categorized our non-paying residents and believe that approximately 4.13% are at high risk of eviction and 0.9% are at moderate risk of eviction,
when eviction becomes permitted. These figures are consistent with our peers, and we believe the figures being presented in the press to be
sensationalized and misrepresenting the current situation. So far, there has been no need to utilize the forbearance programs being offered by Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac, and all debt obligations have been paid in full.
On balance, we came into second quarter in a strong position to weather this storm. Leasing activity is strong at almost all assets, and the teams are
converting using virtual tours at a higher rate than traditional tours, albeit on a lower amount of traffic. Renewals also are well ahead of pace and are a
strong offset to reduced leads and move-in activity and are also expected to result in lower expenses.
As of June 30, 2021, same-store performance compared to the prior year’s quarter indicated average effective rent and total revenue increased by 2.61%
and 3.33%, respectively, while NOI decreased by 0.27% over the prior year period. The Fund’s portfolio consisted of 5,721 total units with an average
physical occupancy of 97.0% and an average rental rate of $1,083. While we do not yet have a complete picture on the true COVID-19 write-offs during
this period due to our deferral program and inability to pursue residents via evictions notices, etc., same-store cash collections in Q2 2021 were up 8.89%
versus Q2 2020. During the first quarter, for the properties in the Fund’s portfolio, we completed 86 unit upgrades, of which 78 have been leased and are
achieving an average monthly rent premium of $74 for an ROI of 22.4%. Since inception, for the properties currently in the Fund’s portfolio, we have
completed 3,331 unit upgrades and achieved an average monthly rental increase per unit of $77, equating an ROI of 20.2%, on all units leased as of June
30, 2021.
Bridge Multifamily III’s office portfolio was 81.9% occupied across the remaining seven assets in the portfolio with 7,000 sf of net absorption during Q2
2021, and leased percentage rose from 84.7% to 85.2% over the quarter. With only 10.5% of tenant roll expected over the next year, and a weighted
average lease term of 3.9 years at the end of Q2 2021, the portfolio is well-leased and well-positioned. The Bridge Multifamily III office portfolio maintained
a high rate of collections in Q2 2021 at 98%. Excluding one tenant which represented approximately 2% of the Fund’s office revenues that is taking
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advantage of California’s non-eviction executive orders during COVID-19 and not paying rent, collections are tracking at approximately 99%. Less than
0.6% of the tenants in the portfolio were granted workouts in Q2 2021. Understanding the long-term impact to demand continues to be the open question
as COVID-19 related impacts to office utilization persist nationally, but the size, tenant composition and demand indicated by our rebounding leasing
activity demonstrates a broad-based resumption of activity in our markets. While we don’t expect quite as strong a boost in activity post-Labor Day as
previously, we do continue to expect the pace of activity to improve throughout the remainder of 2021 as vaccine deployment continues, and companies
begin to encourage or even mandate employees back to the office. Medium and larger credit tenants continue to plan space needs and execute leases
across the country, with high interest across our portfolio continuing to accelerate into the fall, and during the quarter the Fund leased 46,000 sf of space.
Regardless of whether to the suburbs or to central business districts, most workers are expected to return to offices. We have already seen this play out
in the rest of the world, much of which is back to the office. But when they will return to in the U.S. is an important question, and those who do return may
need more space to accommodate social distancing. This trend of “de-densification” provides an immediate advantage to our portfolio given its lower
starting density and more diverse transit options. We anticipate that debt markets will need to continue improving before the investment sales market
normalizes and is expected take some time. Our office portfolio will continue to see sales as stable assets are sold into the market over the next 2 years.
Overall, we feel positive about our commercial office and multifamily investment operations, along with the activity in the specific markets in which we are
operating.

Bridge’s Ongoing Commitments to Social Responsibility and Equity
Bridge published its inaugural 2020 sustainability report to showcase how we incorporate environmental, social, and governance (“ESG”) principles,
values, and initiatives across our organization and assets. Furthermore, the firm completed its first firmwide United Nations Principles for Responsible
Investment (“UN PRI”) report submission, a key commitment as a UN PRI signatory, which Bridge became in May 2020. Our commitment for ESG reporting
also included completing two first-time Global Real Estate Sustainability Board report submissions encompassing the Bridge Workforce & Affordable
Housing Fund and Bridge Office Fund II and annual impact reports for Bridge Workforce & Affordable Housing and Bridge Opportunity Zone strategies.
We are excited to share that the first solar PV project of the Bridge Solar Program at Royal Centre IV in Alpharetta, Georgia was fully commissioned in
July 2021. The annual renewable energy generation of this site is expected to be nearly 290,000 kWh and help divert approximately 203 metric tons of
carbon (equivalent to greenhouse gas emissions from over 510,000 milesxv driven by an average passenger vehicle). Additional solar PV projects are
being underwritten across our Commercial Office, Multifamily, Seniors Housing, Industrial, and Development assets to help reduce the carbon footprint,
improve environment sustainability, and bring economically attractive renewable energy infrastructure across our portfolios.
At Bridge, we are committed to building and maintaining a talented and diverse workforce and to supporting an environment of trust and respect for all
backgrounds, cultures, and perspectives. In this vein, our active Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Committee helped support the launch of additional
Employee Resource Groups beyond the existing Bridge Women’s Network to include the Bridge Ally Program, the BIG Pride Group, Allies for AAPI, and
the Black Inclusion Group. Bridge also hosted an investor panel titled “Driving Change Where It Matters: Social, Community and Diversity Involvement in
Alternatives” at its Limited Partner Annual Meeting in April.
Employees at Bridge’s Corporate offices celebrated Earth Day and World Conservation Day with volunteer projects pursued across multiple locations.
The firm also drafted its first Environment Systems Management Policy and Responsible Supplier Policy which reflects Bridge’s three primary procurement
principles of Fair and Safe Business Practices, Environmental Stewardship, and Social Equity.
We are proud to share that our work and commitment are being recognized on a global scale by ESG award programs. The Bridge Workforce and
Affordable Housing Fund was selected as the Best ESG Fund in the Private Equity category by ESG Investing and Social Fund of the Year by
Environmental Finance’s Sustainable Investment Awards.
We appreciate your support as our Partner and are gratified by the progress of Bridge Multifamily III overall, and we look forward to continued success, if
you have any questions regarding Bridge Multifamily III Funds or your investment, please do not hesitate to contact us.

With Best Regards,

__________________________

__________________________

Jonathan Slager & Rich Stayner
Co-Chief Investment Officers
Bridge Multifamily III
DISCLAIMER
This CIO Letter (this “Letter”) is provided to limited partners for informational purposes only by Bridge Multifamily Fund Manager LLC (together with its affiliates, “Bridge”) related to an investment in the
Fund. Prior performance of the Fund (including any distributions, returns or annualized yield) is not a guarantee of future results and individual investor returns differ materially from those summarized herein
due to differing management fees and investment dates. This Letter contains forward-looking statements that are based on the current beliefs and assumptions of Bridge. Investors are cautioned not to
place undue reliance on any forward-looking statements in this Letter. We provide no assurance that these beliefs and assumptions will not change or that the Fund will successfully execute on its strategies
or achieve target returns. The performance of any investment, including an investment in the Fund, is subject to various risks, including those identified in the Fund’s private placement memorandum.
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U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Contributions to Percent Change in Real GDP by Industry: Gross Domestic Product [CPGDPAI], retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis;
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CPGDPAI,
August 6, 2021.
ii
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment Situation Summary Table B. Establishment data, seasonally adjusted. Retrieved from https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.b.htm, August 6, 2021.
iii

RealPage Market Analytics as of Q2 2021.

iv

U.S. Census Bureau, New Residential Construction. As of Q2 2021.

v

U.S. Bureau of the Census, New Residential Construction. As of Q2 2021.

vi

RealPage Market Analytics as of Q2 2021.

vii

Real Capital Analytics as of Q2 2021.

viii

Real Capital Analytics as of Q2 2021.

ix

CoStar Group as of Q2 2021.

x

CoStar Group as of Q2 2021.

xi

CoStar Group as of Q2 2021.

xii

CoStar Group as of Q2 2021.

xiii

Real Capital Analytics as of Q2 2021.

xiv

Real Capital Analytics as of Q2 2021.

xv

Renewable energy production calculations are based of Bridge Commercial Real Estate’s internal estimates. The equivalent metric tons of carbon and vehicle miles driven are available through the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator, accessible at https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator.

Fund Overview
The Fund was established in 2016 and acts as an unhedged Australian feeder fund into the assets of Bridge Multifamily & Commercial Office Fund III, LP
(“BMF III”). BMF III is a US$1.1 billion (committed equity) value-add “buy, fix, sell” private equity real estate fund, investing in value-add US multifamily
apartment communities and office buildings. The Fund has made a US$53 million capital commitment to BMF III, which represents approximately 4.47%
of BMF III’s total committed capital. To date approximately 95.32% of committed capital has been deployed or allocated to 62 value-add multifamily and
commercial office assets located throughout the USA, at gross aggregate purchase price of circa US$3.29 billion (including Joint Venture partnerships).
BMF III’s Investment Period expired in January 2018, and the fund is now in its Harvest Period, during which assets will be sold as they are stabilised and
value has been maximised.
Bridge’s subsidiary fund management companies are registered investment advisers with approximately $25 billion of AUM. The principals of Bridge have
been investing in real estate for 27 years and have experienced success in the multifamily, commercial office, seniors housing and CRE-backed fixedincome sectors. Bridge’s subsidiaries manage private equity funds, separately managed accounts, co-investments, and joint ventures. A vertically
integrated real estate platform, Bridge and its affiliates employ over 4,000 people across 23 states and 50 metropolitan statistical areas. In 2020, Bridge
was again named a Top 50 Private Equity Real Estate firm by PERE, a leading industry publication, moving up to #17 in the rankings. Bridge and its
affiliates manage approximately 40,000 multifamily housing units, 12,500 senior housing units and about 14.4 million square feet of commercial office
space.

Contact our team
Operations – operations@spirecapital.com.au or call us on 02 9047 8800
Leakena Taing
Head of Operations

Suzette Tenedora
Senior Operations Officer

Email leakena.taing@spirecapital.com.au
Phone (+61) 2 9047 8803
Mobile (+61) 424 430 044

Email suzette.tenedora@spirecapital.com.au
Phone (+61) 2 9047 8804
Mobile (+61) 450 119 320

Investor relations - investorrelations@spirecapital.com.au
Dale Holmes
Director

Stuart Haigh
Director

Email dale.holmes@spirecapital.com.au
Phone (+61) 2 9047 8802
Mobile (+61) 401 146 106

Email stuart.haigh@spirecapital.com.au
Phone (+61) 2 9047 8807
Mobile (+61) 413 750 521

Chris Niall
Senior Manager – Investor Relations

Sebastian Madden
Investor Relations Associate

Email chris.niall@spirecapital.com.au
Mobile (+61) 419 011 628

Email sebastian.madden@spirecapital.com.au
Phone (+61) 2 9047 8808
Mobile (+61) 421 107 907

Important Information
"Equity Trustees Limited (“Equity Trustees”) ABN 46 004 031 298 | AFSL 240975, is the Responsible Entity for the Spire USA ROC III Fund (AUD) (the Fund). Equity Trustees is a subsidiary of EQT
Holdings Limited (ABN 22 607 797 615), a publicly listed company on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX: EQT). This document has been prepared by Spire Capital Pty Ltd (“Spire”) ABN 21 141 096
120, AFSL 344365, the investment manager for the Fund, to provide you with general information only. In preparing this document, Spire did not take into account the investment objectives, financial
situation or particular needs of any particular person. It is not intended to take the place of professional advice and you should not take action on specific issues in reliance on this information. Neither Spire,
Equity Trustees nor any of their related parties, their employees or directors, provide any warranty of accuracy or reliability in relation to such information or accepts any liability to any person who relies on
it. Past performance should not be taken as an indicator of future performance. You should consider the Product Disclosure Statement (“PDS”) before making a decision about whether to invest in this
product."
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